SOCIOLOGY & ANTHROPOLOGY HONORS RECEPTION 2010

Introduction & Recognition of Students
Maureen Hays Chair: Sociology and Anthropology Department
Heath Hoffmann Director: Sociology Program
Ann Stein Faculty Sponsor, Alpha Kappa Delta
Dee Dee Joyce Faculty Sponsor, Lambda Alpha

ANTHROPOLOGY/SOCIOLOGY CLUB OFFICERS 2009-2010
President: Matthew Altman Vice-President: Candace S. Leibman
Secretary: Keira Edwards Publicity: Kat Harden
Publicity: Lacy Keesler Publicity: Jenna Moore

HONOR SOCIETY MEMBERS

**Alpha Kappa Delta Sociology Honor Society**

Brielle Bartron Sarah Cawood Ashley Early Joseph Smith
Victoria Blaylock Caroline Collins Sarah Gerson Christin Stewart
Meredith Carter A. Chandler Culbreth Katherine Hughes Brittany Zander

**Lambda Alpha Anthropology Honor Society**

Andrea Buskirk Chrystal Dively Rebecca Kyle
Ashleigh Conrad Matthew Harris Alison Welser
Lauren Costello Denise Killeen Luke Wilson

DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS

**Humanities & Social Sciences Scholars/Outstanding Students**

**Anthropology**
Rebecca A. Kyle
Candace S. Leibman

**Sociology**
Katherine Reid Hughes
Laurel A. Jacobs

**Departmental Honors**

**Anthropology**
Rebecca A. Kyle
Candace S. Leibman

**Sociology**
Laurel A. Jacobs

**Transfer Student Academic Achievement Award**
Jeffrey Michael Hanna

DEPARTMENTAL FELLOWSHIPS

**Catherine Wood Parker Fellowship**
Jessica Hoffmann Katherine Allyn Wong

**Jon Morter Fellowship**
Kiera Edwards

**Anthropology Fellowship**
Justin N. Carlson Casey Jenkins Erin Robey